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they fail to recognize their difficulties in forming cciplete
sentences. This paper discusses a program implemented it an advanced

intermediate Est, college composition class. The program proposes that
students will be able to monitor thtir writing for' incorrectly formed

sentences if given a series of exercises designed to help them
analyze their work. The key ccncept is GLUE, a term used for all
cionnectoxs, including coordinating and subordinating ccrjunctions and

relative pronouns. Using*.a.referenct list of the au! words in
English, students first label those they have used and, then,

k identify the finite clauses or subject-verb (SV) units. The number of

GLU? words and SVs used are ccunted up as the student determines the
type of sentence unit s/he has created. A complete sentence requires

one more SI than GLUE. In altering their work, students learn to
remove an Sr, add a GLUE, or in some other way make the sentence
conform to the rule for'a complete sentence. (euthor/JK)
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GL6E; A Useful yOncept for Eliminating-Fragments and un-Ons

Helaine W.
Marshall

The writing of even advanced students of English as a

Second Language contains fragments and run-ons , often - .their

most frustrating- sentence level problem. While their written

work may be quite sophisticated in other respects, their writing

suffers from a failure to focus on the -formation of complete

sentences.. Because these students believe that they are

communicating effectively and because they have no reliable

self-monitoring system for analyzing their writing, they do not

direct their attention and energy to the elimination of fragments

and run-ons in'their work.

.The approach taken here is that students will be able to

monitor, their own writing for incorrectly.formed sentences if

given a series of exercises designed to help them analyze heir

work. The key conceRt id, GLUE, a term used for all clause

connectors. GLUg includes both coordinating andlisubordinating

conjunctions and relative pronouns. That Wto say, any element

that can introduce a finite clause, whether that clause is a
an

main'clause some type of subordinate clause, such asodverbiall

nounoor relative clause. Using a reference list of the-GLUE

`words in English, students label those they have used. They .then

identify.tlie 'finite clauses or SVs.(Subject-Verb units). Fihally,

they count the number of GLUE Wordsgand Sys to determine what

type of sentence unit they have created. For example,

.1G + iSV = (Fragment), as in: When you came back.G'SV
Similarly,

1G + '3SV = RO. (Run-On), .as. in: I met you when you got back
S V G S V
we were hammy. ,

S V -

complete sentence requires one more SV than GLUE. Observe:

1G + 2SV = CS (Complete Sentence), as in: I met you when you
$ V G S
got back.

V

In altering their work, students learn to remove an SV, add a GLUE,

or-in some cipher way make the sentence; conform to the rule for a

compretes sentence.
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The techniques presented in this paper were implemented in a

college composition oourse for advanced intermediate ESL students.

The students received one month of intensive work on forming

complete sentences, which included three class hours and one

ashigned composition, a first draft and a revised version, per week.

Effectiveness of the instruction was assessed informally by comparing

two in-class compositions, one-written before and one after the,sRecial ;

instruction. The. results for this pilot group are,reported here as

evidence of some'improvement but are not to be interpreted as

statistical evidence since. the experiment was not designed for

systematic analysis. -The average number of fragments and run-ons

per 250, words (the average composition' length) was 2.23 for the

first-set of compositions and .85 for-the second. Stated differ-
.

ently, the students produced a fragment or run-on for every 112
, .

words in their first compositions and for eveiy293 words in their

second. Thus, there was a noticeable decrease in fragments and

run-ons forthe groupie a whole. . .

The teaching strategy -.used with thiS class addressed both the-
.

affective and the cognitive aspects'of the problem. Each will_be_

discussed in detail.

The instructor's starting point must be an understanding and

acceptance-of the student'S current way of thinkjng about language.

Compare, for example,. the following:

(l)a a. The woman is alon however she doesn't look pnhappy
because she had a/smile-on her fate.

b. The wqman is alone, bUt she doesn't look unh4lopy
because she'has a smile on her face.'

To the Student who produced la' in a sentence combining exercise,

the r ule alldWing blit to conjoin clauses and barring however from

that function, seems arbitrary and not worth mastering. As Jain

.(1974:197points out, "as part of a reducttion strategy aimed at

learning economy, he [the second language learner] by and large .

r

ignores sub-classes and subsumes theth in highly genera lized rules."

For the pUrpose of communication, however succeeds,and so the'

4
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student sees ho reason to restrict its use. The difference

between however and but is not a salient* one for this student.

The student sees as very frustrating the fact that but and however

7 fall into different grammatical categories and that their

respective functions must be mastered separately. The student

tends to believe that the instructor sees only logic and eider in

this apparently illogical and arbitrapy,sub-classification of

lexical items. The instructor must show an awareness of the arbi-

trariness of language and an acceptdhce of the student's dislike

for it. It might be useful toj.point out the arbitrary nature of
1

certain aspects of the student's own language.

The student's primary focus is'nearly always meaning, not

form. Observe this incomplete sentence produced when,t14 rule

requiring onkndependent clause per sentence was ignored:'

(2) In Tel-Aviv, which is the city that I like the most
because I know the city from inside and outside with
its suburbs.

It would seem that a student with the ability to slAbordinatein

such a sophisticated manner would also be able to differentiate

between a main and subordinate clause and be suke to include one

main clause in

of ability .but

mountssince it

important onl

each sentence. This stuclefit's probl 'em is not one

one of. focus. TheoWdent'sees meaning as para-
.

is essential to successful communication. Form is,

to the extent that it contributes to meaning. The

student's strategy of reducing .the -Toad of rules to those that

appear to be most valuable for communicative purposes is a good

language learning strategy. THe instructor must ackn;pwledge that

the strategy works and that, despite the fragments and run-ons,

the student is getting the point across. In other words, to "bill"

the.formation of complete sentences as essential to bbing under-

stood will.not produce good results. stead the instructor should

explain that the conventions of written English require complete

sentences regardless of the clarity of meaning obtained without them.

The instructor must shift the students' focus--at some point and to

some extent--to form if any rules for complete sentences are,to sink in.

5
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A convinciig argument can be made that by paying attention %

s
to form the student-writer is insuring that the reader's attention

will focus on meaning since the jarring effect of the fragments and

run-ons will not be divIrLng the reader from the writer's intent.

Yet another issue for the student is the constant emphasis on

correction. In helping the,student to become an effective writer, the
,

.
instr ctok should .emphasize'analysis not c%rrectibn. That is to

say, rather than asicing the student to find,,errors, ask.the student

.

to identify the various elemlents used,in a given sentence. The

student is less likely to become involved in the writing process if

i 'editing, and revising focus-primarily on Correctle. By focusing

4-\ on analysis., theteacherthelps the student to re-r d the written

illwork,in a non-threatening manner. The correction ocess follows

this and 's simply the natural result of'finding the fragments and

run-ons.f With the emphasis on "whht I did', rather than "what I

did wrong ", the stude is less resistant the teacher's guidance,

\-
and instruction and rogress is more likely.

The affective Amain plays a major role in the process of
-

;earning new -material If the student's feelings and attitudes

are accepted by the instructor, then the student will be reCeptiye

to suggestions for change. In tfaching writing, the instructor must

first understand why the4rules fr complete sentences are being,

-ignored and only then will he be able to demonstrate convincingly

to the students why the rules should nbt be ignored.
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We turn now to the' lessons themselves and to the tedhhiqt0S

used to fOblasthe students' attention on the ruleS for complete

sentences. The first step is an exercise such as the one below;

taken froM Raimes, Focus' on Composition (1978:8)

(3) Write S next
sentences in
to fragments
as complete,

i
to all complete and correctly tinctuated
the examples that follow. Write e F or R next
or run-ons. Rewrite any fragments or run-ons
separated sentences.

a. qarpentry is useful.
.b. Vs fun, too.
G. You get a very satisfied feeling.
d. When you work with wood and make something.
e. You need a few basid tools, they are not very expensive.
f. A hammer, a saw, a measuring tape, a,square, nails, screws,

and glue.
g. An eledtrid-drill is useful, abut you danmanage without it.
h. An electric saw is useful, you can manageewithout it.
i. Patience is something that a good ,c enter must have.
j. BecAuse it.is*essential to measure a d cut accurately.
lc. If you don't, your piece of lurnitur might be'crooked.
1. Like .my first piece was.

I first asked the studnts to identify the sentences, fragments,
*

and run-ons. Many were able to do thisesome were not. However,

when I asked them to explain'why they'had classfied each example -

as they had, .their answers were vague and inadequate. "It's too long,"

was given to account for a run-on, and "it's not a complete thought,"

for a fragment. They were relying oh an intuitive feel for a

.
complete sentence,but.they had no rules, no systematic way of

analyzing an example and,fdlassifying it. .-
There was one exception: Eachsentencemust.have a subject and

a verb. The class ageVed on this 'rule and bras able to identify

subjects and verbs pcc=ately. Thus, they knew how to show that

3 b. Is fun, too. ,

and

'3f. A hammer, a saw, a measuring tape, a square', nails,. screws,

and glue.

were fragments..

They were missing a key concept tha'tg Worild enable 'them to

explain the remaining examples. That concept, I labelled GLUE Ar

(suggested to me by its use in example 3f. We lbokdd'at example

3d again:

7 ,



When you work with wood and, make something..:

6

'I told them there were two ways to fix the fragment: add or sub-

tract, They were then able to suggest thl following:

(4) a. You work'with wood and make something.

OR

b. You get a very satisfi'ed feeling when you work with wood

and make something.

While the second solution was the intended answer for the exercise,

I felt.that the GLUE concept Would ke clearer if both solutions were

included. I explained thatthe word removed t3'.produce 4a

Was one of many English words that perform a function

called GLUE. These words join two things; in grammatical terms,

two SVs or Subject -Verb units. (This term was used instead ,of

cause since it contain a reference two familiar concepts, subjects

and verbs.) Since 3d had on one SV, there was no need

for the GLUE. By adding 3c to 3d however, a second

SVtwas brought into the sentence,and the GLUE was needed.

A series of questions and answers led to their explaining

the other examples. In example 3e

You need a few basic tools, they are not very exp ve.

they saw two SVs and, although they had no list of the GLUE words

at that time, they saw no word that seemed to them to be functiorang

as GLUE. Since GLUE is needed when two SVs are present, they

suggested adding and, which I told them was another GLUE word.

Next, they showed how example 3g,

An electric drill is useful but you can manage without it.

is' complete sentence wit h two SVs ind GLUE. In analyzing

example.'3k, ,

you don't, your piece of furniture might be crooked.

they learned that the GLUpecah be in initial position and that a

comma indicates the bd7faary between the two SVs itjoins. .Looked

ab in this way, the rule for comma placment becomes much easier`

to internalize. The remaining examples were discussed in a similar.

'manner. /e

8
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of the GLUE words in

S,V, and G (GLUE) on

was a complete one.

7 .

ti

first exercise, the students received.a list

EngUsh and were given the task of labelling

their compositions to prove that each sentence

If they usear*wo SVs, they needed to have GLUE,

and if they used GLUE, they needed to have twoeSVs. Alt

As thAy worked on theii compositions and am sentence com-
.

bining exercises, longer sentences came up; and we expanded the

rules to accomodate them. On student produced la (discussed above):

The woman is alone however she doesn't look unhappy because
she has a smile on her face.

We discussed the fact th4t because, although GLUE, could not join

'all three SVs, buf rather only two of them. Since however was not

GLUE,.a second GLUE was needed for the sentence to be correctly

/ formed. The result was lb:

\The worpan is alone but she doesn't ldok unhippy because there',
G S

3
S
1

V
1

G S
2

V
2

is a smile on her face.
V3..

ok-

The notations under the sentence show how the students labelled

their work,' indicating each SV by number. By counting the number

of SVs and the number dfoGs in each correct sentence, each fragment,

and Bach run-on, the students devised the three basic rules for

sentences given above. With these rules the students were able to

find'and correct many of their fragments and run-ons.

In advanced liossons of t'he unit; students leSined to examine'

more -complex cgElinatiOns of S,V, and G. For exa_mplel they dis-,'
A

covered the possibility of "hidden GLUE"--Aeleta.17.1e relative'.

pronouns-.- as in:

The child I,faw in the corner was sleepir.g.

1
S
2
V
2

.

Vi

. 01They also learned to work with 'combined GLUE "- -subje

relative pronouns--as in;

position

716 child who was sleeping in the corner* looked Content.

S
1'

G/S
2

V
2 f

V
1

0

TheGLUE list became subdivided, and new rules w==e added to the

basic three.

9
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When the students appeared to have mastered theielaasic rules,,

I introduced a more advanced Xersion of the GLUE concept that

differentiated among various types of GLUE. The additional

distinctiond enabled them to explain certain of their sentences

which had previously eluded them. There were three sets of

characteristics used to describe.GLUE:

(1) joiner GLUE'and included GLUE;

(2) combi4ed GLUE end simple GLUE; and

(3) hidden GLUE and showing GLUE.

Each 'type is explained below. (SN:Appendix A for 'a reference chart.)

The first distinction'is between coordinators (and, but, or)

on the one hand and subordinators (when, because, etc;) and 'relative
'-

pronouns (who, which, etc.) on the other. The joiner GLUE is

independent of. the clause and does not move from it8 position

between thgtwo SVs. The included GLUE,however, as the term

suggests is Part of the SV it introduces and moves with it to

various positions in relation to the other SV it joins. Observe:

6) a. When I saw you, you looked 'happy..
G S

1
V
1 2

V
2

$

b. The child of whom you spoke is over there.

Si S.2 V2 V1

Subordinating' conjunctions may appear in initial position, and

relative pronouns may interrupt an SV in order to appear alongside

their antecedents.

On the other hand, joiners do show a certain flexibility in

that the subject of. the second-SV can be deleted if it is identical

to that of the first SV and if a jdiner is used between, the two

SVs. Deleting the subject produces a more condensed version of the

yielding a confound predicate (IS + 2V) rather, than a

command sentence (1SV + 1SV) , as in:

%

(6' a. I,saw them. and I heard them.

b. I. saw them and .heard them.

No such deletion is possible for included GLUE:

(7) a.I saw them after heard them.

bU saw them After heard them.

10
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The Second distinction is designed to account for the dual

function of relative Pronouns, and for wh-words introducing

noun clauses, as in\:

Wa. The officer who worked so'hard on the plan is tired now.

.

S
1

-G/S
2

V
2

V1.4

, b. They told me whowas going to be there.
S
1

V
1 .

G/S2 V2
2

The staclents were puzzled by these forms until we discussed the
elements,_ _

sentence fl GLUE and subject,as separate in many languages but

often combined in English. Compare 8a with:

4? *The officer that he worked so hard On the plan is tired now.

In 9, that is GLUE and he is'subject #2. Thisenalysis also

proveduseful in explaining the combination of GLUE and other

sentence elements, such as the direct object, as in: f

40) a.The books which we read were fascinating.

b. I read whatever .I find enjoyable.

The concept of,5pmhined GLUE enabled them to understand the nature

of relative clauses and wh- noun clauses.

The last distinction was needed to account for correct

sentences in which no GLUE appeared detpibe the presence Of two

/SVs. Obsexve:

61) a. I know that he will be there.
S1 V1 G S2

;

V2

b.- I know he will be there.

S1 yl Si V
2

62)a. The child that I saw in the corner wle sleeping:

2 2
G S VSi Vi

b. The child I saw in-the corner was sleeping.

S
1
,S

2
V
2

V
1

In llb and 12b the GLUE is hidden. If, the clause ilco3inector is'

a relative pronoun functioning as/the object in its clause or

a that- noun clause introducer for which the noun claus is e'

itself an object, then CLUE deletioh is common in English.

4-
1,1
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The sttidents were asked to test for hiddefr GLUE by trying to add

that, which, Or wpom, to their sentences.AlsO, they learned how to

analyze. such examples as:

a. The person that saw me was smiling.

b. *The person saw me was smiling.
Si V V

- 2 .1
-

.th 13b
They readily saw that there was no'subject

. #2 andAthat the GLUE

could not hide in this sentence.

The discussion of hidden GLUE led to work on Condlnsing
a

-.strategies, such as
ug/I innan-finite -trig clauses and prepositional.

phrases to replace relative clauses. For example:

442..L The child who is sitting in the corner...

b. The child sitting in the corner...

c. The child in the corner...

The studentg saw a system emerging, a way of analyzing English

and coming to an understanding of its conventions of form.

The original intention was to eliminate fragments and run-ons

but the concept of GLUE affected many aspects of the students'

written language., The Aabelling of S, V, and C showed them the 4

sentence patterng they used most oftdh, and by reading other

students' papers, they began tb expand thei" repertoire of patterns.

erhe writing that resulted fromi-the intensive ork on fragments and

run-ons showed not only more complete senten es, but also more variet

and-sophistocation than their earlier work. urtherinore, they

began to see how they could control their use of the language.

They learned how to"do thirigs with English7 to step back from their

written work and revise and edit succesSfullY.

.
The valpe of such a system of analysig is that the students

have a 'focus in re-breading what they have written. They are
1

labe4425 and examining what they have &dine.. students become

active and interested in iaentifyin4 the GLUE and SVs.-and often

find themselxes more involVed in,, he entire writing process.

12
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Students Who have wprked with this.tystem have reacted very'

positively, and feedback has indicated that the success of the
, 4

.approach is the. kesult,of the following factdrs: .4-
a. teacher acknowledgement Mid acceptance of student-ittitudes

(i.e. "I'm already getting my point across; I ddn't like
botherin2 with these rulee)

b. emphadis on analyeil4Indiborrection
-not"What I did- wrong" .but' "What I did")

c. gimmick of GLUE as unifying concept for the system
(i.e. a nonlinguistic term; a simplified4focui).

d. reliable 'system of-rules-and word lists
(not available in most ESL materials)

e. extensive use of studttO own written work

ea
(persona/ involVeMent nElentences for analysid)-

, ., '.

Details on the exercises given and on-the advandted rules fc)/1

GLUE can be provided to interested colleagues. 'Writito: Helaine

W. Marshall, ESL Clpordinator, Baiuch College, CUNY, 17 Lexington Ave.

N.Y.. N.Y. 10010.
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" APPENDIX A GLUE REFERENCE. CHART

A; JOINER GLUE (traditionally--coordina'ting conjunctions) *

and

but
or

Note: Never hidden or combined

. INCLUDED GLUE (traditionally--subordinating conjunctions and
reialive pronouns)

Group 1 -- Never hidden or combined (subordinating conjunctions)

after so
. .although though

as 'till
. .

J because. unless
t

however ' when 0

if __ whenever
in case where
in order that WiTtrier...or not

in that
.

whichever
insofar ' while

' since

(list not intended to be exhaustive)

GRCUp11 -- Combined,'never hidden (Subject relative pronouns)

who

f which- as subject in an SV)
that-- s subject in an SV)

v

\..

GROUP 111- -4 Hidden, never combined (Object relative pronouns)

whom
which-(used as object in an SV)
that--(used as object in an SV)

Note: Hidden Glue'is always optional. Glue
may also be showing.

-3

*Notes rjn parenthesis do not appear on student copy orchart.

14
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APPENDIX B

A

SAMPLE STUDENT COMPOSITION,

(GLUE, 5, an'i NV are labelled)

rung ny times, Sam Spade answered it slowly. He was sleeping soundly

VI S2 V2 Si Vi

13

After the telephone'
G Si

becausehe had came back to his apartment very late and had slept for

S2 V2-al i ,V2-b

0 one hour. He worked hard, so he was very tired.c When he heard his boss's

S1 VI G S2 V2

voice, he worked up completely. Talking with him, Sam Spade turned on the
Si V

)ighli. Ile looked around his,untidy room which was dispersed by his clothes.,

- Si V1 GiS3; V2

After he hung up the telephone, he walked to the window which was' opened.by

G Si VI
G,S3 V3

.

strong wind,. Closing the window, he saw outside where was very heavy rain

VI G,S2 V2

like a storm. When he tame back to his bea, his arm clock said 2:05. Taktng

G Si Vi S2 V2

.off his pajamas, he went into the kitchen and drank a glass of water. He picked

S
i

V i -a V1_b
Si Vi-a

up his clothes on the floor and got dressed. After he fastenea his shoes,

VI _b G Si VI

he picked up the telephone to order a taxicab. While he was waiting, he

S2 V2
G Si VI S2

.*
lit his cigarette with the gold-ptateorlighter. After he had smoked, he put on

V2 s -, G Si Vi S2 V2_a

his coat and stuffed his ID card and a pistol intoohis pockets. When the

V2_b
dr-

street door bell rand, he left for 4he house of murder case in a hurry. He was

Si Vi 52 V2
S) VI

/IA'

'Pr -dble detective.


